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• Teacher Programmes
  • 1000 + participants in 2011
  • New national (language) programmes
    • Georgia, South Korea, Estonia, Austria, Ukraine
  • New countries represented
    • Angola, Cameroon, Canada, Cyprus, East Timor, Estonia, Georgia, Guinea Bissau, Madagascar, Morocco, South Korea, Ukraine

• New project
  • Organise teacher events in parallel with CERN conferences/meetings
    • NEC'2011 symposium on Nuclear Electronics and Computing, Varna, Bulgaria
  • African teacher initiative (HST2011)
    • SEPA - Science Education Promoters in Africa
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• Visits Service
  • 75000 ½ guided visits 2011
  • 30% - 50% schools
  • Teacher programme participants returning with their classes
  • Increasing international distribution

• Video Conferences
  • Multi-national and language
  • Generally Q/A
    • Schools
    • Universities
    • General Public Events
IPPOG

- Leverage these activities
  - Large number of contacts
  - World wide representation
  - Provide feedback/testers for IPPOG ideas/projects
- Promote activities (participants)
- Publicise activities (in general, funding agencies in particular)
- Help identify conferences/meetings for parallel teacher events
- Assist with national, and international, follow up